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ABSTRACT

The a /b-hydrolase fold is characterized by a b-sheet
core of ®ve to eight strands connected by a-helices
to form a a /b/a sandwich. In most of the family
members the b-strands are parallels, but some show
an inversion in the order of the ®rst strands, result-
ing in antiparallel orientation. The members of the
superfamily diverged from a common ancestor into
a number of hydrolytic enzymes with a wide range
of substrate speci®cities, together with other
proteins with no recognized catalytic activity. In the
enzymes the catalytic triad residues are presented
on loops, of which one, the nucleophile elbow, is
the most conserved feature of the fold. Of the other
proteins, which all lack from one to all of the cataly-
tic residues, some may simply be `inactive' enzymes
while others are known to be involved in surface
recognition functions. The ESTHER database (http://
bioweb.ensam.inra.fr/esther) gathers and annotates
all the published information related to gene and
protein sequences of this superfamily, as well as
biochemical, pharmacological and structural data,
and connects them so as to provide the bases for
studying structure±function relationships within the
family. The most recent developments of the data-
base, which include a section on human diseases
related to members of the family, are described.

INTRODUCTION

The ESTHER database (http://bioweb.ensam.inra.fr/esther)
was created 10 years ago when the a/b-hydrolase fold
superfamily of proteins, as originally described by Ollis et al.
(1) on the basis of crystalline structures, encompassed only
®ve homologous proteins. Since then the number of protein
structures has grown to 314 corresponding to 85 proteins,
covering 33 classes. Recently, many predicted proteins
conceptually deduced from genome sequences were assigned
to the superfamily on the basis of sequence alignments.
Currently the database contains more than 3500 gene loci

and their protein products, of which 365 are present in Swiss-
Prot. The superfamily covers eight families in Pfam-A and is
split into 50 families in ESTHER. New families are intro-
duced. One family (the Ndr_family) was found independently
by Shaw et al. (2) using a Bayesian computational algorithm.
Two other families (abh_upf00227 and Duf_676), were
detected using a sample sequence as a search template with
3D-PSSM (3).

The diversity of catalytic and non-catalytic functions
ful®lled by members of the superfamily have been reviewed
on several occasions (4±10). Previous updates of ESTHER
presented the tools developed for comparing the structures and
effects of mutations on the enzyme kinetics of members of the
carboxylesterase and cholinesterase subfamilies (11±14).
Since then these tools have been largely improved and
expanded. The present update introduces selected recent
developments related to the whole a/b-hydrolase fold super-
family of proteins.

OVERALL TABLE

The major generalist databases attribute the a/b-hydrolase
fold proteins to different subfamilies, presumably because
gathering processes based on short active site motifs and on
Hidden Markov Models result in classi®cations that are not
fully congruent with each other. However, suf®ciently accur-
ate correspondances allowed us to summarize relations
between databases in a single table (Table 1, Supplementary
Material). The fully linked table is available at http://
bioweb.ensam.inra.fr/ESTHER/general?what=synthese. The
table lists the Interpro Pfam Prints families or signatures, the
ESTHER families, the ESTHER blocks [based on: Prosite
PS00122-PS00941 for block C: PS01173-PS01174 for block
H: PS00120 for block L; Block X all other entries as de®ned in
reference (12)] and PDB accession codes for representative
3D structures. It is fully linked to original entries in the
Interpro (15), Pfam (16), Prosite (17), Prints (18), Scop (19)
and ESTHER databases.

ALIGNMENTS AND TREES

For each family, trees, pruned trees, subtrees and summarized
coloured alignments and subalignments are available. These
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are built automatically on a regular basis using the `Rich
Family Description' format developed by Corpet and collab-
orators for the Prodom database (20,21).

Human genetic diseases involving members of the
a/b-hydrolase fold family

Mutations in 14 genes encoding proteins of the a/b-hydrolase
fold have been found to be responsible for genetic diseases in
man. Recently four genes were found to be mutated in
neurological diseases: neuroligin 3 and 4 in autism (22),
NDRG1 in motor and sensory neuropathy-Lom (23), mas-
pardin in Mast syndrome (24). Mutations in three other genes
appear to be associated with risk factors for three more
diseases. Moreover, mutations in two more genes are related
to increased sensitivity to xenobiotics. These diseases and
their phenotypes are included in ESTHER as three classes
(Disease, Risk_factor and Xenobiotic_sensitivity).

A page (http://bioweb.ensam.inra.fr/ESTHER/disease.
table) summarizes this information, and links to genes,
mutations and the OMIM database (25) are available. A
distinct class (Symptom_of_disease) has been created which
includes diseases where altered expression of a member of the
a/b-hydrolase fold superfamily results from but is not the
cause of the disease; a critical example in this class is
Alzheimer's disease where inhibitors of cholinesterases are
widely used for symptomatic treatment of the cognitive and
neurological impairments associated with the disease.

COMPLEX QUERIES

For those users who are interested in programming access to
the resource, ESTHER provides scriptable access to the
underlying ACeDB database via the AcePerl module
(stein.cshl.org/aceperl/) and the AQL query language.
Precomputed data sets for common searches are available on
the server and a page of examples is proposed.

Links to model organisms databases

Links to Wormbase (26), Flybase (27) and Ensembl (28) are
provided when available for genes present in the genome of
model organisms. For Caenorhabditis elegans genes a link to
a subset of the genome browser of Wormbase is implemented
automatically (e.g. http://bioweb.ensam.inra.fr/ESTHER/
family?name=caeel-acche1&class=Gene_locus).

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

New tools are in preparation in particular for protein analysis
(physicochemical parameters) based on primary sequence
information.

For members of the superfamily with a known 3D (mostly
crystalline) structure, ESTHER provides direct links to the
structure ®les in the RCSB protein data bank. RCSB now
provides ®xed images of the `assumed biological molecules'
and links to these images will be provided in ESTHER.
However, these images are overall views displayed with
random orientation and are not always informative for
ESTHER users, hence, as a further upgrade we will prepare
our own overall views of the `biological molecules' and close
up views of the catalytic site with bound ligands.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online.
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